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Abstract. Designing and releasing of software’s in production 
that contains images takes a lot of time due to the need of 
finding ALT-text attributes for the images embedded in the 
applications. This paper automates the task of writing ALT-text 
attributes in HTML, especially if image integration is large with 
the use of python PIP package and Microsoft Computer Vision 
API. This will save huge time and efforts of the developers by 
automating the task of captioning images manually up to a great 
extent. The challenge that confronts us is the quality of 
annotations generated by the machine with respect to the human 
generated annotations. To study the appropriateness of the 
captions delivered by APIs, a blend of human and machine 
assessment was used. We have noticed a high similarity in 
human and machine generated annotations as we obtained 
individual and cumulative BLEU score metric . Another metric 
is confidence score with a percentage mean of 0.5 .Also, we have 
calculated the time taken per caption which is 1.6 seconds per 
image which took 6.01 minutes to caption 200 images.. 

Keywords: ALT-text, Beautiful Soup, Image Captioning 
automation, Microsoft Computer Vision API, PIP Package. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

All developers want to design and release software’s 

that goes to the production seamlessly, without defects and 

does not have rollback failures. One major problem faced by 
developers is that it takes a lot of time to find the ALT-text 
attributes for the images embedded in their applications. Alt 
text is a requirement for web accessibility. It is used to 
replace an image if it cannot be loaded. Another reason to 
implement alt text is to boost your site's SEO. By doing so, 
it will help improve your site's search rankings. If we ignore 
this problem, developers may miss critical deadlines as it is 
a tedious task to caption images manually. Also, there is no 
guarantee that the user will view all the image content of the 
browsed website. Image captioning [1] is the task of 
enunciating precise description of the visual content in 
images for converting sequence of images to sequence of 
words which lies at the convergence of computer vision [2] 
and natural language processing. Fig 1 demonstrates the 
image captioning with Microsoft Computer Vision API [3] 
where we have passed an image URL in JSON format and 
received a JSON file [3] which captioned the image as 
“Christian Thompson in a suit and tie” with a confidence 

score of 0.55 i.e., 55% confidence. All we need is to use the 
computer vision API service of Azure, get the API key and 
need to pass in the terminal with the HTML path. 
 

    
                                  Fig. 1 (a) Embedded Image (b) Response received from Microsoft Computer Vision API 

  Other major advances include attention-based recurrent 
neural networks which are based on natural language 
processing [4]. 
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 Lately, the successful use of profound neural networks in 
computer vision and natural language processing tasks have 
motivated numerous AI specialists to investigate new 
research opportunities at the common point of these discrete 
domains [5]. We have not discovered many recognized 
studies on building open-source models for this promising 
technology. Thus, we fostered a profound vision model that 
recognizes a wide scope of visual content and addresses the 
arduous task of automatically captioning the information 
embedded in images into textual form with high accuracy. 
Computer Vision digs to computerise the work that the 
human visual system can do.  
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Enhanced feature extraction and visual recognition has 
tremendously helped in recognizing multitudes of objects in 
images with little effort [5]. Natural language processing 
targets concept extraction from images to guarantee clear 
understanding of objects in images, to precisely interpret the 
embedded semantics. Moreover, encompassing mindfulness 
on a walkway is critical for a safe route, particularly for 
individuals who are visually impaired or outwardly disabled 
[6]. A reasonable and intelligent framework is vital for this 
reason [7]. Therefore, we intended to utilise our innovation 
to solve this problem of automatic captioning of images and 
produced an open-source model to solve the same. In this 
paper, we have used Microsoft Computer Vision API for 
analysis of images that highlights rich features found in an 
image and have built a python PIP package [8] which 
automates the task of inserting alternative text attributes for 
image tags. To distinguish image content and labels, this 
API utilises domain explicit models and descriptors. The 
approach used, uses a well-known python library called 
Beautiful Soup [9]. Beautiful Soup is a python library that is 
used for web scraping purposes to haul the information out 
of HTML and XML documents. With the help of this 
library, one can search the URLs with img tags in HTML 
files. If the file has some URL present in it, JSON converter 
sends a request to Microsoft Vision API and image captions 
can be extracted in string format which are then injected in 
the new HTML file that will contain the most accurate 
captioning of images. This will save enormous time and 
exertion of the developers by automating the task of 
captioning [8,10]. Human estimations can produce the 
fairest results for the generated captions quality [11]. 
However, they are labor-intensive and time-consuming. 
Thus, to evaluate the performance of the model, we can use 
a metric called the BLEU score [12,13]. BLEU stands for 
Bilingual Evaluation Understudy, which helps in evaluating 
a generated sentence to a reference sentence. BLEU score is 
prominent in evaluation because it was one of the initial 
strategies used in pre-programmed evaluation of machine 
interpreted text [14] and has a sensible relationship with 
human generated text. Also, we can get the implementation 
of BLEU score in the Python Natural Toolkit library or 
NLTK which can be used to consider generated text in 
contrast to a reference text. In this paper, we have utilised 
the BLEU score to make a cross reference between the 
captions generated   by the local speaker and the machine in 
the wake of preparing the overview of information 
contained in images [15]. The accuracy level of the BLEU 
score lies between 0 and 1. Prediction of the model is more 
accurate if all the BLEU scores are high. For the estimation 
of BLEU score, NLTK allows us to determine the weighting 
of different n-grams. Thus, it provides us numerous metrics 
in BLEU to determine results in a more explicit manner than 
individual BLEU score and cumulative BLEU score. The 
evaluation of matching grams of a certain order is known as 
individual N-gram score, for example - single words (1-
gram) or word pairs (2-gram or bigram) whereas the 
evaluation of individual n-gram scores at all orders from 1 
to n and weighting them by computing the weighted 
geometric mean is known as cumulative score. Further, we 
have collected confidence scores [15,16] which is a 
parameter that helps to remunerate the developer’s request. 

We have analysed that further in section 3. We attained a 
mean confidence score of 0.5 with the help of Microsoft 
Computer Vision API. We have collected the response time 

from API and calculated the average Latency [17] score 
which is 1.6 second per image i.e., for every 2 seconds, we 
are captioning three images. These measurements yield a 
specific score addressing the likeness between the original 
and machine generated captions. While there are several 
other potential ways to quantify the quality of generated 
captions, all the previously mentioned measurements, 
depend on either lexical or semantic data to measure the 
similitude between the machine and human generated 
captions for images. 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

To approach this kind of automation we need to find 
some way of fostering an application for the developers, so 
that it can automatically generate captions whenever needed. 
Hence, we built a PIP package in python with the integration 
of Microsoft Computer Vision API [18] which helps in 
achieving automatic captioning with the call in the terminal. 
The API triggers and injects ALT attributes in the HTML 
file. Moreover, a reference of path to the HTML file and 
API key must be passed as parameter in the function.  

A. Microsoft Computer Vision API 

Microsoft offers many high-quality services tools and 
powerful AI services such as cognitive services which 
includes RESTful services that allow user-interaction 
globally on any device, it has a wide use of APIs that allow 
users for processing human language, sentiments, emotions, 
physical characteristics, audio and much more [19]. The 
Cognitive Service APIs are grouped into dissimilar 
categories each containing a trained set of APIs based on the 
requirements by the client. Some of the major services 
include Vision API, Knowledge API, Language API, 
Speech API. Vision API, is an image-processing API that is 
highly valuable in our image captioning model because it 
uses Natural Language Processing, then we have 
Knowledge API which helps in discovering information and 
area as per client’s prerequisites. Furthermore, Language 

API helps in processing Natural Language whereas Speech 
API helps in empowering voice acknowledgement, check, 
and sound change into text. Microsoft also offers Bing web 
crawler that searches images, news and video according to 
client's requirements as shown in Table I. 

Table 1. Categories of Microsoft Cognitive Services 

Category Description 
Computer vision 
API 

Provides image-processing algorithms 

Language Processes Natural Language 

Search 
Create a search-based service which reflects 
results from Bing in text, images or videos etc 

 

These trained APIs under the Vision category include 
various APIs that perform divergent functions such as 
Computer Vision API provides image processing algorithms 
which are extremely useful in our image captioning model. 
Content Moderator helps in pre-determined monitoring of 
images, videos, and text automatically whereas Video API 
shows the spatial relationship between detected objects and 
images while identifying faces and other elements within 
videos. 
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Table 2. Vision API 

API Description 
Computer vision API Provides image-processing algorithms 
Content Moderator Helps in pre-determined monitoring of images, videos, and text automatically 
Video API Provides spatial relationship between detected objects and images 
Video Indexer Uses A.I platform for improved video insights 

Face API 
Create a search-based service which reflects results from Bing in text, images, 
videos etc 

Emotion API Detects people’s emotions in an image based on face detection 
Custom Vision Service Helps in image processing while generating captions 

Next, we have Video indexer, which utilises AI models 
that enhance video cooperation and concentrates on every 
bit of video to extract useful information from it so that the 
content is more discoverable. Face API is used for face 
detection and Emotion API detects people’s emotions in an 

image based on face detection. Furthermore, in Custom 
Vision Services user trained labelled data can be used for 
image captioning as shown in Table II. Here, Microsoft 
Vision API can read the text from raw images to obtain 
desirable results or not. Before validation we must refer to 
this segment. In the next section of our study, we will 
discuss whether Microsoft Vision API proposed by 
Microsoft Azure has sufficiently powerful CNNs to identify 
text in images or not, as well as the benefits and drawbacks 
of using the Microsoft Azure Computer Vision API. 

B. Architecture of Microsoft Computer Vision API 

Computer Vision API is believed to be persistent in 
transforming information contained in images into words. 
This application is intended to "draw out the rich 
information from images and process it to label them by 
properly utilising pre-trained AI models" [18,19]. The API 
layer is constructed with the use of Azure Functions. These 
APIs empower the application to transfer images and 
retrieve information from Cosmos DB. At this point, when 
images are transferred through API calls, they are retained 
in the Blob storage area. When we add documents to the 
Blob storage area, it activates an Event Grid message which 
is conveyed to the Azure Function. For further analysis, 
Azure Function transmits a link to the newly moved file in 
the Computer Vision API for evaluation. After data analysis 
from the Computer Vision API, Azure Functions makes sure 
that the outcomes are stored in Cosmos DB accompanied by 
the image metadata as shown in Figure 2.  

 

Fig 2. Architecture of Microsoft Computer Vision Cognitive 
Service 

C. Need of Computer Vision API 

Microsoft API provides cross-platform support where we 
can work on any language of our choice such as C#, java, 
python, Node.js etc. Microsoft API also provides pre-trained 
AI models which helps users to work easily by providing 
preliminary codes. The cloud helps to store data 

automatically. Since it is widely used, there are several 
tutorials available on the internet to help the developer to 
understand the structure and to establish, alter and inspect 
the code to get the most out of it. 

D. Confidence score 

API provides confidence score, a feature to see the 
similarity in generated and reference captions just like the 
BLEU score. The score varies from 0-100 where 0 denotes 
that no matching answer is found. If we have a higher score, 
it implies that there is more confidence in the answer. The 
score varies as per the image passed. If the score generated 
is between 90-100, that specifies an exact match. If the score 
is greater than 70, that shows HIGH confidence. If the score 
is between 50-70 that means MEDIUM confidence. If it is 
between 30-50, it means LOW confidence. If below 30 
means VERY LOW confidence and 0 means no match. We 
can see our evaluation in section 4.  

E. PIP (Preferred Installer Python) 

As the developer contribution in open source is 
increasing and python has a large number of active 
supporting community of contributors, python allows their 
users to share and collaborate effectively. Python has a 
binary package installer called PIP where users can install 
packages and dependencies in their semi-isolated 
environment and can import the packages and save them in 
the machine locally. Google has TensorFlow which can be 
imported with PIP etc. We can install it to use for a 
particular application. So here, we have made a PIP package 
which can be installed by the developer to generate captions 
by passing an HTML file with Microsoft API key. 

F. Implementation 

To caption images automatically in a HTML file, we 
need to send image URLs to Microsoft Computer Vision 
API in json format [20]  and inject received captions in the 
ALT-text attribute in HTML. For such a type of integration, 
we have made a pip package, named ALT Seeker [21], an 
open-source contribution. ALT Seeker - To generate 
captions for images automatically, we have developed a 
package installer in python better called PIP package which 
automates the task of inserting alternative text attributes for 
image tags in HTML. ALT Seeker here uses Microsoft CV 
API deep learning algorithm to caption images where it 
takes an HTML file as input, processes it, and generates a 
new html file with captions received from API and then it 
injects in ALT attributes in image tag. We have proposed an 
architecture for the same as shown in Figure 3. 
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Fig 3. Architecture of ALT Seeker - PIP Package with 
Microsoft Computer Vision API integration to automate ALT-

text in HTML. 

Figure 3 shows the function created using the URL Parse 
library and returns whether there is any URL present in the 
html file or not. Then we have created a function for 
Microsoft Computer Vision API which takes an image URL 
and API key as argument inputs in the terminal, to send a 
post request to Microsoft Computer Vision API and a 
caption in string format for the image. Then we have made a 
function which takes the image source in string and converts 
it into a JSON format in order of URL received. If the image 
file is relative, we will find its absolute path by joining it to 
the absolute path of the HTML file. We have received the 
captioned_data. json file and we need to navigate to 
captioned text to get the required annotation of the image 
URL. We have used Beautiful Soup library for parsing and 
manipulating HTML DOMs for image tags which goes over 
each image tag and checks if its attribute has a value or not. 
If it does not carry a value, it will fill out the ALT with the 
corresponding caption of the image. It only fills out the ALT 
tags which do not have any value. We have used an 
argument parser in the terminal where the user needs to pass 
the HTML path along with the API key. At last, we have 
generated a new html file with the suffix “altseeker” at the 

end. If no name exists for the file, it will simply generate 
altseeker.html. 

III. RESULT  

   After the successful application of the above approach, we 
can now calculate the evaluation metrics to compare our 
generated result with the real-life text written by the 
developer in ALT attributes of websites. We have gathered 
data of 200 images and 200 real written captions by 
developers taken as reference. We have also generated the 
ALT text of 200 images with ALT Seeker. Now, the 
developer's generated captions and the other containing 
machine generated captions in a dataframe [22]. To 
calculate the similarity level between the captions of both 
captions [19], we have calculated the BLEU score metric. 
For this, we have used the NLTK library and imported 
sentence_bleu. Further, we have also calculated 4 different 
Individual N-Gram Scores and Cumulative N-Gram BLEU 
scores. In Individual N-Gram, to calculate 1 gram weight, 
we need to specify the weight to one gram and 0 for others 
i.e., 1 for 1 gram and 0 for 2, 3 and 4 (1, 0, 0, 0) and we 
have plotted the same  in Figure 4 whereas in Cumulative N-
Gram Scores, to calculate 4 gram we have to equally 
distribute weight to 4 gram we need to mention 0.25 in each 
gram i.e., for 1,2,3 and 4, we can write (0.25, 0.25, 0.25, 
0.25) and we have plotted the same as shown in figure 5. To 
analyse the graph, in figure 4, the mean of individual BLEU 
Score 1,BLEU Score 2,BLEU Score 3 and BLEU Score 4 
are 0.30, 0.47, 0.64 and 0.70 respectively. 

 

Fig 4. Plot of Individual BLEU 1,2,3 and 4 Score with a mean 
of 68.6    

 

Fig 5. Plot of Cumulative BLEU 1,2,3 and 4 Score with a mean 
of 39.26. 

 In case of cumulative mean, we have calculated the 
mean of cumulative score, with a 1 gram distribution, the 
weights are (1,0,0,0), then ½ gram distribution as weights 
i.e, (0.5,0.5,0,0), for ⅓ gram distribution, we have taken 

weights as (0.33,0.33,0.33,0) and finally ¼ gram distribution 
where weights are (0.25,25,0.25,0.25) and we got the mean 
of 0.30, 0.33, 0.40 and 0.45 respectively. Hence, Our result 
shows high similarity between generated captions and 
developer written ALT-text 

 

Fig 6. Plot of Confidence Score with a mean of 0.50.     

Further, we can evaluate confidence scores generated in 
Microsoft API which is also a calculation metric which tells 
the level of similitude between human and model generated 
caption. Here, we have passed the raw string which we had 
stored earlier without any normalisation. All the above 
results clearly demonstrate that the text specified have high 
similarities and can be chosen for ALT-text automation. So, 
we have collected and stored all the generated confidence 
scores using Beautiful Soup which is visualised in Figure 6.  
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<body> 
<img class="1" src="https://i.postimg.cc/N0GbRbzc/0-00471900-1610095829-45.jpg" alt=""> 
<img class="3" src="https://i.postimg.cc/9fftD0DX/0d17d240-6375-4de4-8211-93ba3a0986ef.jpg" alt="">  
<img class="4" src="https://i.postimg.cc/KvL9b1Md/0-55489800-1569394261-annapurna-mts-getty.jpg" alt=""> 
<img class="6" src="https://i.postimg.cc/76dV84YH/03-june-puppies.jpg" alt=""> 
<img class="7" src="https://i.postimg.cc/9fftD0DX/0d17d240-6375-4de4-8211-93ba3a0986ef.jpg" alt=""> 
     . 
     . 
     . 
</body> 
 

Fig 7. HTML file where ALT attributes are empty and passed in PIP Package as an argument. 
 

Further,, we have acquired the mean for the confidence score and mean score is 0.5.. We have compared our captioned 
text and analysed it with human written content. In Figure 7, we can see a raw HTML file with empty ALT attributes.  This 
empty HTML file has been parsed and sent to ALT Seeker which generates a new HTML file with captions injected in ALT-
text as shown in Figure 8.  
 
<body> 
<img alt="a snake slithering on a rock" class="1" src="https://i.postimg.cc/N0GbRbzc/0-00471900-1610095829-45.jpg"> 
 <img alt="a river running through a forest" class="3" src="https://i.postimg.cc/9fftD0DX/0d17d240-6375-4de4-8211-
93ba3a0986ef.jpg"> 
 <img alt = “a mountain with snow” class="4" src="https://i.postimg.cc/KvL9b1Md/0-55489800-1569394261-annapurna-
mts-getty.jpg"> 
<img alt = “a puppy lying in the grass” class="6" src="https://i.postimg.cc/76dV84YH/03-june-puppies.jpg"> 
<img alt=”a river running through a canyon" class="7" src="https://i.postimg.cc/9fftD0DX/0d17d240-6375-4de4-8211-
93ba3a0986ef.jpg"> 
     . 
     . 
     . 
</body> 

Fig 8. New generated HTML file with captions injected by ALT Seeker. 
 

Thus, we also calculated the latency taken by every 
image and calculated the time taken by every image. This 
process will produce captions of 3 images in 2 seconds i.e., 
1.6 second per image as we have the meantime in Figure 9 
where it just took 6.01 minutes to caption all 200 images 
whereas if we try to do this manually it can take several 
hours to caption the same images manually. 

 

 

 Fig 9. Plot of Latency Score plot with a mean of 1.6 second (s) 
per image 

Thus, we can say that our ALT Seeker generated captions 
have high similarity to the developer's own written alt text 
and it's much faster than the traditional method. 

IV. DISCUSSION 

According to initial surveys CNNs and RNNs were 
hearty enough to generate image captions automatically [7]. 
To start with, many researchers extracted a significant level 
of elements from a CNN model and afterward utilised a 
RNN model to generate resulting captions of the images. 
While others embraced a multimodal structure in which 
necessary features of images are embedded in a multimodal 
network [8]. This multimodal network is then used to 
foresee the inscription of images word by word. But further 
evaluations and performance metrics demonstrated that the 
innovation is not yet fully grown enough to achieve very 
precise captioning of visual content [10]. Thus, this paper 
explores and enhances this mechanism to aid developers in 
automatic and faster translation of visual content into 
sequence of words with the help of Microsoft Computer 
Vision API. The major advantage of using Microsoft 
Computer Vision API over multimodal networks is that 
during the training of models, some image tags are 
randomly covered and the model is asked to identify the 
covered portions relative to the other parts of image. Even 
though the dataset utilised for fine-tuning just covers a little 
subset of the most widely recognized articles in the visual 
vocabulary, the pretrained model can sum up to any pictures 
that depict similar scenes with high accuracy.  
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Indeed, it is one of the best captions generating models 
that does not depend on caption explanations, empowering it 
to work with existing images developed for object 
identification. To survey the precision of the captions 
produced by APIs, a mix of human and machine evaluation 
was utilised [13]. Concerning the machine evaluation part of 
this model, BLEU score metric is used to survey the overall 
effectiveness of the API and the quality of the generated 
captions. BLEU score metric aided in calculating the 
accuracy about the captions produced by the model versus 
the captions produced by a human brain Also, the mean 
BLEU score obtained from Al seeker [21] was an average of 
38.1 whereas we have obtained an individual mean of 68.6 
and in case of cumulative BLEU Score, we got 39.26. Thus, 
our results indicate we have high similarity. As inferred 
from pymia [8], a PIP package used for medical image 
analysis, inspired us to develop our own PIP package with 
no code. Users must directly pass parameters as arguments 
in the terminal which is easy to use. Finally, after testing this 
model on an enormous number of human-produced captions 
portraying thousands of images, the model accomplished 
innovative results with generous improvement for objects it 
had not seen previously.  

Owing to the fact that it provides pre-trained AI models, 
sometimes it takes time for the user to get familiar with the 
code. These cloud services are expensive to maintain and 
need stable internet access during data transmission as we 
are sending the data to a remote server every time we use 
the cloud. Transferring the data to other platforms or 
systems is not possible with Microsoft Azure. It has a lower 
degree of confidence, so sometimes it provides generic 
captions which give wrong predictions while validation. We 
can eliminate Azure services by choosing open-source 
models, or we can make our own models, which can be 
trained with a particular niche of images to make more in 
depth captions for a specific domain. 

V. CONCLUSION 

The experiment above shows that the ALT-text written 
by the developer can be automated with the help of an image 
captioning model. The evaluated results clearly proves that 
there is a similarity between human written and machine 
generated captions. This can be further included with the 
extension / Plugin of VS-Code, Sublime IDE, Atom IDE 
etc., which will save developer’s time of generating ALT 
text. The architecture proposed in this paper can be used to 
automate any captioning task with cloud APIs provided by 
cloud services like we have used Microsoft Computer 
Vision API here.  
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